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Awards / Accolades

- Ryan Kraemer elected as member of the Early Career Physician Council
  - Part of the ACP Ambassador (Bob Centor)

- The chapter won the Evergreen Award (several years running)

- One of our long standing members was elected to Mastership
  - William (Bill) Curry
Sad News

- Long time member and prominent academician, teacher, clinician, and good friend Robert (Bob) Kreisberg passed away in 2016
Recruitment

- Membership increased by 3% over the last year
- USA remains as one of the medical schools with the highest percent of student as ACP members
Finances

- The chapter reserves are up to $138,000 ($99,000 cash)
  - National wants each chapter to have $100,000 in reserve to cover for operating costs

- The 2016 Scientific meeting was an academic and financial success
  - Net profit to $12,000 compared to a net loss of approximately $18,000 in 2015
Academic Activities

- Chapter meeting
  - The 2016 received the highest overall evaluations we have ever received

- Wonderful poster presentation at Nationals of the oral vignette winner in 2016

- Presentation by a medical student in the Innovative ideas category of the National meeting (Dragon’s Lair)

- Doctor’s Dilemma team
Practice Activities

- Workshop on MACRA Saturday

- National spending time and resources on their effort to improve the practice of medicine (Patients before Paperwork)
  - Meaningful use of the EHR
  - Administrative burdens

- Ongoing dialogue with ABIM regarding MOC
Future

- Grow our wonderful partnership with the MS chapter
- Increase involvement / support of our training programs and medical schools
- Election of the next AL Governor
- Increase recruitment / increase number of fellows / identify more AL chapter members for Mastership and national awards